Temperature-related mortality and climate change in Australia
Temperature-related mortality is one of the main measures used to assess the costs and benefits associated with climate change. Some assessments have found a net benefit of climate change due to reduced cold temperature deaths offsetting increases in heat-related deaths.
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Antonio Gasparrini and colleagues 1 and Vicedo-Cabrera and colleagues 3 found a net benefit of climate change for Australia, a surprising outcome given that other regions that experience cooler weather were associated with a net cost of climate change. Examples of the regions that were associated with a net cost of climate change in Gasparrini and colleagues' 1 and Vicedo-Cabrera and colleagues' 3 reports include North America, Central America, central Europe, southeast Asia, South America and southern Europe. In comparison to these regions, why Australia would have a net benefit from climate change is unclear, as it is a country associated with extreme heat rather than extreme cold.
In 2018, I reported that Australian cities were adversely impacted by heat and had little cold-temperature mortality in an article published in Climatic Change. 4 The corresponding temperature-mortality relationship is a J-shaped curve, rather than the U-shaped curves reported by Gasparrini and colleagues.
5 This J-curve relationship implies that climate change is likely to increase the number of deaths in Australian cities in the future. A J-shaped curve has been reported before [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and is more appropriate for a country known for having winters that are much milder than those in North America and central Europe.
Although Gasparrini and colleagues 1 used a statistically determined minimum mortality temperature to distinguish between heat-related and cold-related mortality, this reference temperature can be quite warm. For example, the minimum mortality temperature for Melbourne was very high and equal to the 90th percentile (ie, an average daily temperature of 22·4°C compared with the mean average daily temperature of 18·1°C reported for Australia). 1 A high minimum mortality temperature could mean that deaths during average temperatures are associated with coldrelated mortality rather than being treated as deaths during moderate (usual) temperatures.
By contrast, in my article 4 I used endogenous threshold regressions and a temperature measure that accounts for acclimatisation to distinguish between heat-related and cold-related mortality. This Excess Heat Index that accounts for acclimatisation (EHI_A) is part of the Excess Heat Factor produced by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. It is the 3-day average temperature minus the 30-day average temperature. The measure has a mean of 0°C, which is a useful reference temperature that can be compared with 3-day periods that are hotter or colder than the previous 30 days. To distinguish between heat-related and cold-related mortality, I used the thresholds determined by this estimation technique to classify the estimated mortality into the number of deaths during cold temperatures (EHI_A at <-3·51°C), moderate temperatures (EHI_A at ≥-3·51°C and <1·95°C), hot temperatures (EHI_A at ≥1·95°C and <7·26°C), and extreme heat (EHI_A at ≥7·26°C).
Consistent with the thresholds estimated, most temperature-related deaths in Australia were associated with high and extremely high temperature events. In some regressions a negative relationship with cold temperatures was apparent, which is plausible given that winters in Australia are quite mild. My article indicated that the risk from future temperature events in Australian capital cities will be associated with extreme heat and hot temperature events rather than cold temperature
